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Abstract— Wireless network access from moving vehicles can 
be challenged by many factors such as connection opportunities, 
mobility, handshake phase, and data sizes, etc.  The handshake 
time and transmission rate can be influenced differently in 
vehicle-to-roadside networks than a static wireless LAN access. 
The radio signal strength changes and Doppler shift occur when 
the vehicle is moving.  Switching among APs could cause 
significant connection stale,   which could have a major impact on 
the handshake phase and transmission rate.  The purpose of our 
paper is to enhance the understanding of these influential factors 
and study the feasibility of mobile vehicle access for a hybrid 
environment that contains sparse and dense access point 
deployments. Experiment data was collected in a moving vehicle, 
which traveled around the campus of the university. In the data 
analyze part, the above factors are analyzed for packet 
inter-arrival time, response time and transmission rate; Our main 
results are focused in security enabled protocols such as HTTPS 
and SSH, as well as TCP file transmission.   Our data shows that  
IEEE 802.11g is still  weak in supporting mobile vehicle access to 
the Wireless LAN.   We expect that IEEE 802.11p, designed 
specifically for vehicle networks, can  provide better mobile 
services. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Vehicular Networks (VANETs) are envisioned to be a 

significant part of ITS, the Intelligent Transportation Systems.  
They contribute to improve the safety and the efficiency of road 
networks by exchanging information between vehicles and 
roadside base stations.  There are two ways of connections in 
vehicular networks, namely, vehicles to communicate with 
each other via Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication, and vehicles 
to communicate with roadside base stations via 
Roadside-to-Vehicle communication [1]. Moreover, vehicular 
networks are also envisioned to be a part of the future globe 
network where mobility and mobile accesses are a norm.    

Applications run over VANETs will go beyond the primary 
transportation safety applications such as driving alarming, 
road condition reporting, etc. In many applications, reliable and 
secure communications are demanded, e.g., email services, 
payment [14]. The transport layer protocols will typically have   

handshake phase before actual data and transmission.   In TCP 
connection, handshaking is an automated process of 
synchronization protocols between servers and clients. When 
secure communication is demanded, more steps will be needed 
on handshake phase.  On the other hand, researchers have been 
developing solutions for secure vehicular communications. 
Public key infrastructure has been recommended as the basic 
mechanism.  

As such, both the road side base stations and 
vehicle-to-vehicle communications provide connectivity.  
However, the available communication time for an application 
can still be short. Whether and how useful data could be 
successfully exchanged given factors like various connection 
opportunities, mobility, handshake phase, and the data sizes 
remain an intriguing issue.     

To enhance our understanding of the aforementioned 
practical issue, we performed measurements riding in a car 
using our campus wireless network.  We are interested in the 
various handshake protocols and the corresponding latencies 
for real data transmissions and also the influence of the speed 
on the access latency and throughput. We don’t have a 
dedicated vehicular network testbed, so we used our campus 
wireless network and private car to create the testing scenario. 
The coverage of the campus wireless network reveals uneven 
distributions of the outdoor access points. The public wireless 
network of the University (UA) covers all the indoor areas and 
a part of outdoor areas, such as the Quad.  The Quad is the heart 
of UA campus with a large lawn. It is used for various activities 
and for outdoor study by students. Our measurements were 
chosen to around the Quad. We believe this test field reflects 
some of the vehicular networks deployed either in the 
metropolitan areas or along the highways.  In this paper, we 
present our measurement data and analysis.   

 To analyze the performance of current network, we 
compared data captured along the same route with two different 
vehicle speeds. Per the IEEE 802.11p device, we believe that 
they   will be available in the future. As a result, the research of 
vehicular networks based on 802.11g still useful and important.    

In the rest of this paper, we introduce the measurement 
methodology, metrics, data and analysis. In Section II, we 
present brief review of related work and background. In Section 
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III, we introduce various protocols and the handshake times we 
measure in the experiments.  Following that, we present the 
design and implementation of our experiment and the results 
and analysis in Section IV and then conclude in Section V.  

 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
Early work has studied the communications time period for 

vehicular networks. In an early work, the connection time to a 
road side access point was measured as around 15 seconds and 
only 1/3 of this period showed high link quality [11].  In [12], 
the authors conduct the experiment on communication between 
vehicle and roadside unit (RSU) so as to study the features of 
opportunistic Internet access in vehicles. The experimental 
scenario include an access point with 802.11 a/b/g wireless 
card, two network sniffers and a vehicular client with 802.11 
a/b/g wireless card at highway speed of 80km/h. The result of 
measurement shows that the 802.11 based protocol can only 
gain about half of the overall available throughput. In addition, 
they summarize ten mechanisms that have a great impact on 
vehicular communication in three different phases. The authors 
also suggest that the environment information for the vehicle 
network should be integrated into the protocol design in order 
to improve the performance. Other measurement results have 
shown multi-hop latency [4].    

In [9], the real trace data derived from more than two 
thousands operational taxies are used to study the feature of 
inter-contact time between each pair of vehicles. By equipping 
the GPS receiver, a taxi periodically sends a group of location 
information to data center through the GPRS channel. The 
result shows that the tail distribution of inter-contact time 
exhibits an exponential distribution. The inter-arrival time and 
inter-arrival distance for highway vehicle traffic are 
investigated in [8]. Their analysis results show that the vehicle 
headway follows a Poisson arrival process and vehicles in the 
same direction indicate a similar mobility behavior. 

A novel mechanism for improving the vehicle to RSU 
communication is proposed in [10]. In order to decrease the 
interference when multiple vehicles contend for the limited 
transmission opportunity, a special vehicle called vehicle proxy 
is selected to aggregate and relay the data. A new proxy is 
elected when the buffer in the proxy reaches certain amount or 
the current proxy enters the region within which the distance to 
a RSU is less than three times of the transmission range of 
RSU. The results of simulation in NS2 indicate that the proxy 
based method performs better than the other existing protocols 
in terms of aggregate throughput, reliability of data and impact 
of vehicle speed. 

The measurements we presented here differ from these work 
in that we focus on handshake time for the Internet applications 
that need secure communications. Our results suggest the 
feasibility of using vehicle network links. Solutions to protocol 
design are not the intension of this paper. 

IEEE 802.11p in the IEEE 802.11 standard family is 

developed for vehicular networks by adding WAVE, wireless 
access in vehicular environments. The standard includes 
physical layer suitable to high-speed vehicles, network 
architecture for vehicle-to-vehicles and vehicle-to-roadside 
infrastructure in the licensed band of 5.9 GHz, and also 
adaptations to many common applications such as toll 
collection, vehicle safety messaging, and commerce. 

 
 

III. MEASUREMENT OF HANDSHAKE PHASE 
Our study bases on IEEE 802.11g wireless networks on 

campus of University of Alabama. IEEE 802.11g can support 
up to a maximum raw data rate of 54 Mbit/s.  

To analyze network performance of 802.11g, we choose 
Wireshark to capture network data. Wireshark is an 
open-source packet analyzer used for network monitoring, 
troubleshooting, analysis, software and communications 
protocol development, and education. We use Wireshark to 
dump and save packets from live network connection. It also 
helps us to understand the structure of different networking 
protocols through displaying the encapsulation and the fields..  

The main measurement is on the handshake time for different 
protocols. Specifically, we define the handshake time to be the 
time period from the client’s first contact packet to the serve till 
the time that the client sends its first data packet. Though 
building on top of TCP, the handshake times are different for 
the diversified security protocols. Generally, secure protocols 
need more steps in the handshake phase to exchange security 
information. In our experiments, we will measure handshake 
time between three distinct applications, HTTP, HTTPS, and 
SSH, which use different security protocols.  We use the time 
stamps of the corresponding packets in calculating the 
handshake time.  We’ll elaborate our measurements below.  

We also measure the throughput of each type of connection.  
When the handshake time measurement stops at the time of the 
first data transferring, the throughput measurement counts the 
time until the data transferring ends. In fact, when data packets 
are large, the influence from the handshake phase on the 
throughout can be small. 

 

A. HTTP Handshaking 
HTTP doesn't contain any security protocol. Handshaking of 

HTTP is a standard TCP 3-way handshake process. Client 
sends a TCP Synchronize packet to server. Server receives 
client's SYN, and then sends a Synchronize-acknowledgement 
to client. After client receives server’s 
Synchronize-acknowledgement, client sends acknowledgement 
to server. Server receives acknowledgement and connection is 
established. 

The process of TCP connection only needs 3 steps. Fig 1 is a 
typical HTTP handshake process we captured in our 
experiments. After the 3-way handshake, client starts to send 
“GET /HTTP/ 1.0” in the 4th packet. 
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B. HTTPS Handshaking 
HTTPS, Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure, is a 

combination of the HTTP Protocol with the SSL/TLS protocol 
to provide encryption and authentication of the server. In our 
experiments, TLS 1.0 is used in HTTPS as the security 
protocol. 

 
 In the HTTPS handshaking of Fig. 2, there is a TLS 

handshake follow a TCP handshake. After a successful TCP 
hand shake, a client sends a Client Hello message specifying 
the highest TLS protocol version it supports, a random number, 
a list of suggested Cipher Suites, and suggested compression 
methods. The server responds with a Server Hello message, 
containing the chosen protocol version, a random number, 
Cipher Suite, and compression method from the choices offered 
by the client.  

After this, the client responds with a Client Key Exchange 
message, which contains an Encrypted Handshake Message. 
Finally, the server sends a Change Cipher Spec message with 

an Encrypted Handshake Message. Connection established 
after this message, and the client starts sending Application 
Data. 

C. SSH Handshaking 
SSH (Secure Shell) is a network protocol that allows data to 

be exchanged using a secure channel between the client and the 
server [3].  After the handshake phase in SSH, the two ends of 
the connection are able to ensure confidentiality and data 
integrity via message authentication codes. SSL secure 
protocol is used in SSH transmission. 

 
Fig. 3 shows handshaking processing of my client and a 

SSH-2 server. The exact programmatic details of the messages 
exchanged during the SSL handshake may different between 
different clients and servers. However, the steps captured in our 
experiments can be summarized as follows:  

1. TCP handshaking. 
2. The server sends the client the server's SSL version 

number. The client responses an acknowledgement. 

[SYN]

Client Server

[SYN ACK]

GET /HTTP/1.0

[ACK]

Fig. 1.  HTTP handshaking 
  

[SYN]

Client Server

[SYN ACK]

Server Protocol

[ACK]

[ACK]

Client Protocol

Server: Key Exchange Init

[ACK]

Client: Key Exchange Init

[ACK]

DH GEX Request

DH  Key Exchange Reply

DH GEX Reply

DH GEX Init

New Keys

[ACK]

Encrypted request packet

 
Fig. 3.  SSH handshaking 

[SYN]

Client Server

[SYN ACK]

Client Hello

[ACK]

Server Hello

Client Key Exchange, Change Cipher 
Spec, Encrypted Handshake Message

Change Cipher Spec, Encrypted 
Handshake Message 

Application Data

 
Fig. 2.  HTTPS handshaking 
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3. The client sends the server the client's SSL version 
number. The client responses an acknowledgement. 

4. The client sends Client Key Exchange Init message. The 
server responses an acknowledgement, and then sends 
Server Key Exchange Init message. 

5. Diffie-Hellman key exchange.  The client sends a 
Diffie-Hellman request and then gets an exchange reply 
from the server. Then the client sends a GEX Init. The 
server responses a GEX reply and the Diffie-Hellman 
key exchange part finished. 

6. New Keys generated by the client and sends to the server. 
The server sends an acknowledgement after verify the 
New Keys. 

7. The SSL handshaking is now complete, and then the client 
and the server start transmitting encrypted data. They 
use the session keys to encrypt and decrypt the data they 
send to each other and to validate its integrity. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 
The experiments and data collection implemented on campus 

of University of Alabama. About 100,000 effective packets 
captured in these experiments. These packets were supposed to 
measure response time of HTTP, HTTPS, and SSH 
connections, as well as transmission rate of file transfer. Fig. 4 
shows the route of our test vehicle. 

 

 
We captured  five traces in our experiments. Three of the five 

trace were responding to the road segments of B�C, C�A, 
and A�B�D. Our client machine was an iBook G4 with 
AirPort Extreme 802.11g wireless interface. The operation 
system running this client was Debian 5.0.  The other two traces 
used a second client of a Lenovo ThinkPad T60. This machine 
had an Intel 3495 wireless card and Ubuntu 9.04 as OS. The 
traces are located as A�B�C�A�B�D�C�A�B and 
B�C�A�D.  

The measurements are taken repeatedly through scripts. The 

scripts  only perform the handshake phase with the servers and 
collect the wireless packets  for the handshake phase. In the 
experiment, we recurrently connect HTTP, HTTPS, and SSH 
servers. In addition, we repeatedly download files to measure 
throughput.    

A. TCP and HTTPS  
We use the web server http://www.ua.edu for normal TCP 

handshake. HTTPS connection is made to 
https://mybama.ua.edu.  

B. SSH connection 
The SSH server is located at the UNIX server of 

bama.ua.edu. We used a pair of username and password to 
login this server. To repeat the SSH connection, we exit the 
connection immediately after being connected.  

C. File transmission 
The files to be downloaded were at the web server 

http://cs.ua.edu. There  are three different sizes of the files. We 
download one file each time and calculate the throughput by 
processing the packets with the time stamps.  

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
We analyze  the collected data in this section. In addition to 

the aforementioned handshake time of HTTP, HTTPS, and 
SSH,  we  measure a few more quantities. One is the packet 
interarrival time. It is calculated as the time period between the 
current packet arrival time and the previous packet arrival time.  
Another one is  the overall packet transmission rate between 
our client and servers. The thrid  factor  is the influence on 
access latency from access points switching. In vehicle 
networks, especially in vehicle-to–roadside communication, 
access points switching is an essential characteristic that cannot 
be ignored. Finally, we analyze relationship between file size 
and transmission rate. 

 

A. Distribution of Packet Interarrival Time 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Packet interarrival time of traces

Fig. 4.  Route of data collections 
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We have 5 separate network traffic  trace files captured in 

our experiments. The dark blue, the red and the green traces are 
captured on April 7th, 2010. The locations of data collection 
were different. The dark blue trace is captured from A to B as 
shown in Fig. 1, and the red trace is capcured  from B to C, 
green trace from C to A.  The data of purple and light blue 
traces are collected on April 9.  

The distributions of packet interarrival time are similar 
between the 5 files.  The sizes of most of the packets are not 
bigger than 1500 bits. In Fig 5, we can find all five traces have 
high percentage of the interarrival time being less than 0.0001 
second. The green trace and the red trace are similar that the 
peaks appear at 0.01 second to 0.1 second. The peaks of the 
other three trace occur at 0.001 to 0.01 second.  The interarrival 
time   longer than 0.1 second only happened in a few packets. 
The packet interarrival time  of all the packets (distribution 
shows in Fig. 6) is similar with each separate traces.  The peaks 
appear while response time less 0.001 second and between 0.01 
to 1 second.  

 

B. Access Point Switching Event 
 

 
Access point switching event cannot be avoided in vehicular 

networks. =  A time series of the is shown in Fig .7 of the packet 
interarrival time from  one trace we captured. Typically,  in an 

area covered by one access point, the transmission rate can be 
fast and the response time is low. However, while the client 
switches the access points it connects, the interarrival time 
becomes large.  As shown in Fig. 7, the interarrival time can 
reach as high as 1 second while the client connection switches 
from one access point to another one. The result means that 
most packets can still be transmitted in long delay.  We also 
observed that in some cases,  the transmission turned to stale.  

The vehicle speed also would change the packet interarrival 
time and packet rate.   The two traces shown in the Fig. 8 and 
Fig. 9 are captured from the same location, i.e., in front of the 
Quad of UA, on the road marked C in Fig.1. They came from 
the first round and the second round passing by the location . In 
the first round of our experiment, our experiment vehicle kept 
20MPH constant speed. However, the speed was increased to 
25MPH in the second round. We intercepted both 20 second 
length of packet traces in the two rounds. But the two figures 
show distinct features. In the first round, we get 2747 packets in 
20 seconds, while we only get 58 packets at the faster speed in 
the second round. The packet  interarrival time of Fig. 9 is also 
longer than that of Fig. 8, at a lower vehicle speed.  

 

 
 

 
There are two reasons for this comparison. The first one is 

Doppler shift. A lot of studies discussed the effect of Doppler 
shift for IEEE 802.11g [6][7]. Doppler shift caused packet 
transmission in low data rate, especially for larger packet sizes. 
The other reason is the access point switching.  The AP 
switching time of IEEE 802.11g is much longer than that of 

Fig. 7.  packet interarrival time of trace 20100409-1.  The minimum interval 
time is 0.006ms, maximum time is 51.6s, and average interval time is 0.024s 

Fig. 6.  packet interarrival time distribution of all traces  

 
Fig. 8.  Packet Response time at 20MPH (second) 

 
Fig. 9.  packet interarrival time at 25MPH (second) 
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cellular networks. But the coverage area of 802.11g AP is much 
smaller than cellular base station. As a result, the moving 
802.11g client only has a small time slot in the coverage area of 
one AP, and a big part of this time slot used for access points 
switching. Only a little time is used for packet transmission. 
Plus the affection of Doppler shift, the transmission rate of 
higher vehicle  speed, shown in Fig.9, is much lower than that 
of lower speed, shown in Fig.8. 

 

C. Handshake time of HTTP HTTPS, and SSH 
Handshaking steps have dicussed in section II. Because of 

distinct security protocols used in diverse applications, the 
handshake time is also varied.  Fig. 10 showsthe handshake 
time in the second trace of April 9th. In this trace,  we captured 
55 times of HTTP handshakes, 56 times of HTTPS handshakes, 
and 56 times of SSH handshakes . The handshake time of 
HTTP is the shortest ,  the handshake times of HTTPS and SSH 
are  much longer than those of HTTP’s, And SSH takes the 
longest time.  

 

 

 
 As  discussed in Section II, HTTP needs 3 packets to finish 

handshaking, while HTTPS needs 8 packets and SSH needs 17 
packets to complete it. We calculate the average handshake 
time for each application and pick up the lowest time for each 
application (see Fig 11).  It is interesting to note that the ratio of 
the handshake time of the three application protocols is not 
3:8:17.  Inspecting the handshake packets carefully, we find 

that HTTPS and SSH not only include TCP handshake packets 
but also include some large packets such as encrypted messages. 
HTTPS includes 2 encrypted messages and SSH includes 4. 
Transmiting these large packets dominates the total 
handshaking time. As a result, the average handshake time of 
HTTPS and SSH is almost 1:2. 

D. File transmission 
In the file transmission experiment, we failed  many times 

because of the long time slots needed.  But we  are still able to 
have 27 successful transmissions of a 486,912 bytes small file  
and 23 successful transmissions of a 1,057,280 bytes large file.  
The throughouts for each file transmission are given in Fig 12. 

 

 
Table I shows the transmission rates of of successful 

transmission by iBook. Comparing  the two files at different 
places in our experiments, we find that the transmission rates of 
the two files are close at each time point.    Also, the table shows 
that the transmission rate is not related to  the size of files 
transferred.  

 

 
 

Table II shows files transmission captured by ThinkPad. The 

 
Fig. 11.  Lowest and average Handshake time (ms) 

Fig. 10.  Handshake time of HTTP, HTTPS, and SSH (ms) 

TABLE I 
TRANSMISSION RATE (CAPTURED BY IBOOK) 

 
Position The smaller file The bigger file 

1 Library(B) -- 241.8KB/s 
2  141.5KB/s 198.3KB/s 
3  228.3KB/s 231.5KB/s 
4  170.4KB/s 257KB/s 
5  32.4KB/s 16.7KB/s 
6 Rose Adm(C) 26.8KB/s Failed 
7  16.3KB/s Failed 
8  Failed Failed 
9 Fugerson(D) 54.6KB/s 30.9KB/s 
10  34.1KB/s 42.5KB/s 
11  30.2KB/s 41.2KB/s 
12  32.6KB/s 33.7KB/s 
13  47.2KB/s 37.9KB/s 
14  38.1KB/s 19.8KB/s 
15  40.8KB/s Stopped 

The table compared transmission rate of two files in different area and 
different time.  

 
Fig. 12.  Transmission rate of two files (KB/s) 
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transmission rates  vary when our measurement vehicle running 
in different speeds. Line 5 to Line 8 in Table II show the 
transmission rates while the car passes in front of Rose 
Administration Building at 20MPH; Line 13 to Line 15 show 
the transmission rates at the same place in another round with a 
higher speed 25MPH. We got 8 successful transmission in the 
first round while only 4 success and 2 faild in the second round. 
The transmission rates of the first round were faster than those 
of the second round.  
 

 
We also calculate the average transmission rates, the best and 

the worst transmission rates for the two files. According to the 
results shown in Fig.13, the average transmission rates of the 
two files are similar as well as the highest transmission rates. 
The lowest transmission rate of the smaller file is lower than 
that of the bigger one.  Considering the fact of less successful   
download of bigger file, we think the results are reasonable 
because only the fast  transmission rate suvivled the long time 
needed for the large file download. We  conclude that the 
transmission rates of different file sizes are similar in moving 
clients on average. However, smaller files can get more 
successful transmissions than bigger files. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we presented wireles LAN access data which 

was collected from a moving vehicle and analyzed the 
performance metrics of packet interarrival time, handshake 
time and transmission rate. We investigated the factors that are 
unique to the vehivle-to-roadside communications, including  
access points switching and the vehicle speed. Our main results 
are focused on security enabled protocols such as HTTPS and 
and SSH, as well as TCP file transmission.   Our data shows 
that  IEEE 802.11g is still  weak in supporting mobile vehicle 
access to the Wireless LAN.   We expect thtat IEEE 802.11p, 
designed specifically for vehicle networks can  provide better 
mobile services. 
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TABLE II 
TRANSMISSION RATE (CAPTURED BY THINKPAD) 

 
Position The smaller file The bigger file 

1 Museum(A) 832.8KB/s 799 KB/s 
2  443.2 KB/s 68.1 KB/s 
3 Library(B) 3.3 KB/s Failed 
4  Failed Failed 
5 Rose Adm.(C) 42.9 KB/s 194.9 KB/s 
6 (20MPH) 275 KB/s 153.4 KB/s 
7  45.5 KB/s 11.4 KB/s 
8  52.8 KB/s 13.9 KB/s 
9 Library(B) 32.9 KB/s 25.2 KB/s 
10 Fugerson(D) 175.1 KB/s 13.4 KB/s 
11  Failed Failed 
12  46.6 KB/s 27 KB/s 
13 Rose Adm.(C) 17 KB/s 11.3 KB/s 
14 (25MPH) Failed 130.8 KB/s 
15  12.5 KB/s Failed 
16 Library(B) 13.2 KB/s 13.8 KB/s 
17  6.2 KB/s Failed 

File transmissions captured by ThinkPad. 

Fig. 13.  Highest, Lowest, and average rate for two files (KB/s) 
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